Student voice on learning
As part of our quality assurance process we have asked our students to comment on how
they feel about their learning and progress in lessons. Please read on to see what some
of them have to say.

Science

Alex Year 7
I like doing experiments
because you never know
what is going to happen.

Branden Year 7
The teachers plan exciting
activities.

We don't always have to
write to learn.

The practical activities are
amazing in science.
We have used different
chemicals and we have learnt
how to use Bunsen burners
safely.

Callum and Roderick Year 7
We learn a lot when we have
practicals every Tuesday and
sometimes on Thursdays.
We have more practicals
than other schools because it
explains the science better.

Jayden Year 7
I have learnt some weird
things in science in
practicals!

Philosophy and

Luke Year 9
Philosophy and ethics is a good subject, I am quite

ethics

strong in it. We learn about a lot of interesting
subjects not just religion.
Our teacher is helpful when we don't understand.
The lessons are quite fun, it is an alright lesson
because we have good discussions about the work.
It is a good subject so far. We have done 2 tests
and I have an A* in both so I am going to do well.

Joel Year 10
I think I am going to do well in history because Sir tests what we
have learnt and I am doing well. Our lessons are interesting, especially
learning how Hitler came to power. Sir explains things in lessons in
detail which helps it all make sense.

History

Mathew Year 10
Sir always helps if we need help. He provides good and challenging work. The lessons are good because
we always have something to do.
I enjoyed the WWI topic because it was interesting to learn. We have learnt about medicine and how it
used to be compared to today! When we have tests we practice with sir so we are ready.

Freddie Doherty and Jonathan
Willcox year 8
"The practicals are good and
fun. It's fun to learn new stuff
by actually doing it"

Science

Fenton Barford and Kieran Weedon
Year8
I like finding things out through
practicals, like building a volcano looks
cool and we get to see what the lava
would actually do.

